
4 bedroom Apartment for sale in La Manga del Mar Menor, Murcia

DUPLEX apartment fully furnished with 4 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms.Euronarina Tower is located directly on the sea
in La Manga del Mar Menor, situated in a unique zone between two seas: the Mar Menor and the Mediterranean
Sea.This residence consists of 4 towers with 10 floors each and offers direct access to the beach. The residence has 3
fantastic swimming pools. The design is inspired by the proximity of beach and sea, which is reflected in the facade
(white and blue) with a modern design. The view from the highest terraces can rightly be called spectacular.The towers
are about 30 minutes by car from Cartagena, one of the most important cities in the region, and close to a beautiful
golf course. All services are available in this zone: bars, restaurants, supermarkets, shops, health centers/medical
services, pharmacies, golf courses, marinas, water sports centers and centers for relaxation and leisure.La Manga del
Mar Menor is a natural strip of land surrounded by two seas: the Mar Menor and the Mediterranean Sea. It is one of
the most exotic places in Spain. The perfect place to fully enjoy the sea, especially in spring and summer, the high
season when there are many water sports to practice.The towers are about 30 minutes by car from Cartagena, one of
the most important cities in the region, and close to a beautiful golf course. All services are available in this zone: bars,
restaurants, supermarkets, shops, health centers/medical services, pharmacies, golf courses, marinas, water sports
centers and centers for relaxation and leisure.La Manga del Mar Menor is a natural strip of land surrounded by two
seas: the Mar Menor and the Mediterranean Sea. It is one of the most exotic places in Spain. The perfect place to fully
enjoy the sea, especially in spring and summer, the high season when there are many water sports to practice.La
Manga is the symbol of the Mar Menor, because the terrain is so special, it is possible to live from your home, right by
the sea, between two seas. Due to this unique landscape, there are many options to do in your free time: there are
many restaurants, supermarkets, medical services, pharmacies, water sports centers, golf courses, etc…

  4 bedrooms   3 bathrooms   155m² Build size
  Swimming Pool   Pool   newly built
  first line beach   near beach   close to all amenities
  close to town   close to restaurants   Sea Views
  garden   terrace   parking
  car port   Communal Pool   air conditioning
  Furnished   Costa Blanca

379,000€
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